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Daihatsu to Launch Special Edition Models of Move, Cast, and Mira TOCOT 

Mini Passenger Vehicles 

Move X “LimitedⅡ SAⅢ” Cast Style G TURBO “VS SAⅢ” Mira TOCOT G “Limited SAⅢ”

Daihatsu Motor Co., Ltd. (hereinafter “Daihatsu”) has released special edition models of the mini 

passenger vehicles Move, Cast, and Mira TOCOT. The new models will go on sale nationwide on July 29. 

The Move was first launched in 1995. The current model was launched in December 2014, and it is a 

flagship model of Daihatsu’s spacious vehicles. The special edition Move X “LimitedⅡ SAⅢ” being 

released this time has special features—such as a black interior pack and LED headlights—on top of the 

base X “SAⅢ” model. 

The Cast was launched in September 2015, with three variations—Cast Style, Cast Activa, and Cast 

Sport—developed simultaneously. This time, a special edition VS Series has been released for Cast 

Style, and Cast Activa respectively. Special features include even more stylish interior accent colors, 

Panorama Monitor*1 which supports driving such as when parking, and seat heaters for the driver to 

make driving comfortable even on cold days.  

The Mira TOCOT launched in June 2018 is a model featuring a charming design and an easy-to-drive 

packaging. This time, the special edition model G “Limited SAⅢ” has been released based on the G “SA

Ⅲ”, which comes with standard features such as Panorama Monitor*1. 

All these special edition models have extremely attractive prices compared to the base grade models, 

expanding the range of choices available to customers. 

Based on its “Light you up” approach, going forward, Daihatsu will continue to provide optimal mobility to 

every one of its customers, and cater to their needs via its extended range of mini vehicles and compact 

cars. 

*1 Released as a Panorama Monitor Genuine Navigation Equipment Upgrade Pack
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Overview of Special Edition Models 
＜Move＞ 

Grade X “LimitedⅡ SAⅢ”  

Base grade X“SAⅢ” 

Special features 

・LED headlights with low-beam and manual leveling functions 
・Black interior pack 
 - Leather-wrapped steering wheel with plated ornaments 
 - Plated inner door handles 
 - Black interior 
・Genuine Navigation Equipment Upgrade Pack 

  
＜Cast（Style・Activa）＞ 

Grade G TURBO “VS SAⅢ” G“VS SAⅢ” 

Base grade G TURBO “SAⅢ” G“SAⅢ” 

Special features 

・Seat heaters for driver and front passenger seats 
・Urethane steering wheel with plated ornaments*2 
・Accent colors 
  Style: burgundy; Activa: corresponding to body color 
・Panorama Monitor Genuine Navigation Equipment Upgrade Pack 

*2 Only for G “VS SAⅢ”. G Turbo “VS SAⅢ” comes standard with leather wound steering wheel. 
 
＜Mira TOCOT＞ 

Grade G “Limited SAⅢ” 

Base grade G“SAⅢ” 

Special features 

・UV-reducing glass (front-door) 
・Molded-in black door trim 
・Molded-in black inner door handles 
・Molded-in black air conditioner register knobs 
・Light bulb front personalized lamp 
・Clean air filter 
・14-inch full wheel caps (with TOCOT alphabet emblem) 

Manufacturer’s Recommended Retail Prices for Special Edition Models (including 

consumption tax (8%)) 

＜Move＞ 
Grade Engine Transmission Drive Price (yen) 

☆ X “LimitedⅡ SAⅢ”  NA※３ CVT 
2WD 1,252,800 

4WD 1,377,000 

 

＜Cast（Style）＞ 
Grade Engine Transmission Drive Price (yen) 

G“VS SAⅢ” NA※３ 

CVT 

2WD 1,377,000 

4WD 1,501,200 

☆ G TURBO “VS SAⅢ” TC※４ 
2WD 1,485,000 

4WD 1,609,200 

 

＜Cast（Activa）＞ 
Grade Engine Transmission Drive Price (yen) 

G “VS SAⅢ” NA※３ 

CVT 

2WD 1,377,000 

4WD 1,506,600 

G TURBO “VS SAⅢ” TC※４ 
2WD 1,485,000 

4WD 1,614,600 

 

＜Mira TOCOT＞ 
Grade Engine Transmission Drive Price (yen) 

☆ G “Limited SAⅢ” NA※３ CVT 
2WD 1,231,200 

4WD 1,360,800 
※３：Naturally aspirated engine ※４：Turbo Charger                    ☆Pictured vehicle 

◎ All prices include consumption tax. Prices for the Mira TOCOT (2WD) are 16,200 yen higher in Hokkaido. Prices do 

not include recycling costs. 

 


